THINK YOU KNOW 10500 SERIES?
LOOK AGAIN.

Light-scale design. Standing-height workstations. Expanded modular components to maximize space. Did we get your attention? Practical functionality has always been a hallmark of the 10500 Series, and now these on-trend additions have been added to better support today’s workspace needs. Style, craftsmanship and performance. That’s what people have come to expect from the workhorse of the workplace. The 10500 Series, delivering more of what businesses need, for less than expected.

A. STANDING-HEIGHT
New 42” fixed-height workstations support a healthy work style, allowing users to switch between sitting and standing throughout the day.

B. WORK WALL
Larger 78” - 96”W credenzas support island worksurfaces from a wall configuration to maximize footprints and increase worksurface space.

C. STACK-ON STORAGE
Closed door locking cabinets combine with open shelves to maximize storage capacity.

D-E. WALL-MOUNT STORAGE
Cabinets with frosted doors and open shelf units create a more versatile space while keeping personal items within reach.

F-G. ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS
Layered shelves free up valuable space by seamlessly integrating with the worksurface or overhead storage.

H. SUPPORT OPTIONS
Light scale O-legs and post legs support a fresh new look and work great in both open and private office configurations.

For more information, visit hon.com/10500